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Bootstrap layout - site's title and subtitle is shown twice

Status

 Open

Subject

Bootstrap layout - site's title and subtitle is shown twice

Version

21.x

Category

• Bug

Feature

Theme: Look & feel, Styles, CSS, Theme Control Center

Resolution status

New

Submitted by

SiL3NC3

Lastmod by

SiL3NC3

Rating

★★★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (1) 🟥

Description

When the site layout is set to "Classic Bootstrap (fixed top navbar)", and a site's title and subtitle is given, then the those will be shown twice.

Screenshot:

https://i.postimg.cc/RqrgKmXy/Tiki21-site-title.jpg

Steps for reproduction:

• Fresh install of Tiki21
• Look&Feel: Switched to site layout "Classic Bootstrap (fixed top navbar)"
• Removed the logo link
• Added title and subtitle

That's it.
Then you should get, what is shown on the screenshot.

This bug is also present in Tiki20.1.

Importance 7
Easy to solve? 7
Priority 49

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tikiwiki.org

Comments

Gary Cunningham-Lee 01 May 20 13:58 GMT-0000
The Classic Bootstrap layout has code to display the site title and subtitle "automatically". In the other layouts, the logo module needs to be assigned for the site title and subtitle to be displayed, but this isn't needed with the Classic Bootstrap layout, and in fact they'll display twice if the module is assigned. Does unassigning the logo module fix the situation for your site?

SiL3NC3 01 May 20 14:03 GMT-0000
Hi Gary, thank you for your comment.
Sorry, no. The left part of title/subtitle seem to be not part of the modules and is not dragable.
I want to get rid of the left title entries. The right title entries look right, as part of modules.
You can test around in the above show-instance.
Greetz
Frank
Gary Cunningham-Lee 01 May 20 14:47 GMT-0000

The left part that isn't dragable is what is displayed “automatically” by the Classic Bootstrap layout. I just did a little test and found that if you don't input the site title and subtitle on the Look & Feel admin page (tiki-admin.php?page=look), then these won't be picked up and displayed by the layout file. Instead, the site title and subtitle info should be input on the admin modules page, as part of assigning the logo module. I think this will solve the problem of double titles.

SiL3NC3 01 May 20 14:54 GMT-0000

That means, I have to remove the title and subtitle withing Look&Feel. This leaves a margin on the left side blank. A new added custom module with the title and subtitle is floating to the right and is having this margin.

Gary Cunningham-Lee 01 May 20 15:59 GMT-0000

If you want the title and subtitle on the left side, why not use the "automatic" title and subtitle as input on Look & Feel and unassign the logo module?

If for some reason you don't want to use the automatic title and subtitle, then it can be hidden with CSS, and the logo module's title and subtitle can be positioned with CSS. If you want to do this, then I'll reply with specific custom CSS to use.

SiL3NC3 02 May 20 10:33 GMT-0000

The automatic title looks different, than the module title. It is smaller and the links (with subtitle) are different. So the module title and subtitle is what I want to go for...

Custom CSS would be fine. I appreciate it, if you explain how and where to place this? Thank you.
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